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USE BY UNQUALIFIED PERSONS

The sequence herein described is in-

tended for use only by persons who

have training in the following: Pho-

netics; types of communication disord-

ers; structures involved in the pro-

duction of speech: introduction into

articulation therapy; articulation

screening; use of audio-visual equip-

ment; and six hours of discussion and

practicum in the proper use of this

sequence under supervision.

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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1971
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BEfOREA CHILD HAVING A SPEECH PROBLEM CAN BE
WORKED WITH BY A PARAPROFESSIONAL, THE SPEECH
AND HEAPING COORDINATOR MITST HAVE DONE THE
FOLLOWINn:

4 Evaluated the articulation screening form
fl including the articulation follow-pp.

b Returned the results of the screening to
the paraprofessional.

Stated instructions as to what particular
sound each child is to work on (found on

C.--the bottom or back of the returned artic-
ulation screening form), and the order in
which sounds will be worked on.

INTRODUCTION

';'ho child yith an articulation nrohler often has develor)no

noor listening skills. rood listening allow a nerson

to notice '.:he i.mnortant differences in sneech so necossary for .

the nroner production of the sounds in our language. there-

fore, focus much attention on training the child to l'.r.ftr nartin-

ular sounds and sound different-es before we actually teach him

t" nroduce (?;av) sounds correctly. "or this roason, tho stsqls

in this nrogram are dividod into two vital areas. mho first

aroa i J:771 'nvATNINn and includes stens 1 thrnurib

'rho seccnr, area is PnODUCTirr7 and inclde stens

through 15
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PREPARATION

MO.

TO PP7P7RE THE CHILD FO" TUB PPOCPM t7F TIILL r.T.1
rOLLMIMO, YOU MUST Do TH71 POLLmirn Twn THY.MrS
BEPORE STn7TEN( STEP ONE Or THE PRO(;71A.

:TT IS NOT
NECESSARY
TO REPEAT
THESE TWO I. rstahlish a worting relationship
ITEPS EACH with the child.
TI;:( A CHILD
MOVES rRom no each of the exercises below.
ONE SOUND
TO ANOTHEP.

L -1 "hat ao you hear? Choose a period of the eav when you can
hearW-oUnesinOr around the school. The paraprofessional
says, 'Let's it as quietly as we can. row what different
sounds can you hear?" (Car going hy. children in the hall.
dog harking, car horns) . The may also say, -I hear a snund
in the hall. 'hat is it?" (Bell ringing, teacher talking
children singing, music, Pencil sharnener, lune:room sounds,
etc.).

Loud and :Tuiet. Ask th chile colc'ren to mnare familiar soundssounL -2
that are very loud and Familiar sounds that are very guiet.
Tiscuss the bang of a aammer and a light tan, a shrill
whistle an0 a hisne , a shout and a conversational tone.
The naranrofessiona. may ask the children to make thn sounes.

Lr3 Pighor low. ?,!111 ty to discriminate between high any' low
nitchesiiii-mle he leveloned. The Paraprofessional nlays tml
notes (the high ".;" and the lo'.' "C") on the xvlonhone located
in the Peabody I Nei P Kit. She then asks, "T4hich was the
high note?' or 0,hich was the low note?" rirst making the
choice simnle -ad gradually more difficult by strilring notes
which are clot r together.. ("or instance, the r and r would
'oe more difficult to tell anart than the n ane

"hat is it? The naranrofessional asks the child to close his
eyes. Sle makes familiar sounds ane asks the child to identify
crushing of paper, knocking Oh Joor, tanning on window, tanning
the desk with a nencil. writing on cha]J hit a note on
xlonhone, tanning your foot, bounce a hall, or turn light off
and en.

L-5 That animal am I? The paraprofessional makes the sounas
associated with familiar animals (cat, clog, mouse, kitten, ducIt'i
hen, chick, rooster, donkey, pig, cow) and the children name
the animals. the may also use the Peabody tape and have tlTh



children say the names of the animals on the tang. Then the
paranrofessional should say to the child -1

Pretend you are a bee.
What sound will you make?

Pretend You are a frog.
What sound will you make?

Pretend you are a duck.
What sound will you make?

Pretend vop are a kiten.
What sound' will you make?

1.75 rncourage the children to talk about sounds the" don't like--
then sounds they do like.

Erq Which two_rhvmp? Listening for words which rhymP ma" hr
encouraged by asking the children to choose the two words
which rhvme in a rroun of three. The naranrofessional says,
'This is a rhyming game. I shall say three words. q'wo of
them rhyme they sound alike. One is different, it loos
not rhyme." She then says, 'r.aw, maw, dog," and asks, 'hie:
t../o words rhyme?" ,,fter the child has pronounced the rhyming
words and the naraprofessional is sure that the idea of the
rhyming pair is understood, she may continue using the follow
ing grouns several times. 'ake sure that the same emnnbasis
is given to all three words.

house, mouse. mail
sun, 'lay, ton
Dill, nill,day
went, rent, run
ink, in, thih
toll, honk, sell
man, can, tot'

hall, ride, hall
hone, boy, joy
dish, fork, wish
bee, see, tall
hall, tie, well
hear, near, rode
together, weather, until

-4-

L78 7)iscuss with, or noint out to, the child the need for everY-
ons to sneak clearly and to use and develop good sneech anti
good sneaking habits. :'tress the imnortance of good sneech
and the idea that if '7e sneak clearly and nronounce our sounds
corrrctl. neonle will he able to understand what we are saving
and will enjoy talking with us. Talk about the positive resnits
of using good sncee, so that he will associate sneech
Pleasurable experiences. Your goal is to helm the child under.
stand ,Thv he is coming to sneech class so that he will be
motivated toYard working to improve the way he sneaks. rneci'icallv,
the child should realize that he is attending sneech class so
You can heln him learn to sneak better to receive heln in
saving sore of his sounds. "although the child will enter into
nleasureqe activities associated with sneech, the nicasure he
Corives shoad be a secondary reward. ;Je must not lose si?ht
of...our nrimary goal -- that of develoning good sneech.



PROCEdURE:

The steps in the sequence are to be used in the
order in which they are written. Each time a child
begins working on a different sound, he must be taken
from step 1 through step 15. No steps should be omit-.
ted. The following is the procedure to be followed:

1. Following each STEP is a series of activities
marked: A, E3, (:, etc. which must be completed be-
fore proceding to the next STEP in the sequence...

2. If the child completes all of the ACTIVITIES under
a particular STEP and still has not successfully
accomplished-the GOAL of that STEP with consist-
ency, then all of the ACTIVITIES under that STEP0
must be repegEed...

3. If an entire STEP has been repeated, and the child
still has not accomplished the GOAL of that STEP
with consistency, then continue on to the next
STEP in the sequence...

4. If the child then experiences success on the next
STEP, then the paraprofessional should return to
the STEP on which the child experienced difficulty
and reneat all of the activities under that STEP
and finally, continue on in the sequence where
she left off...

5. SHOULD A CHILD FAIL ON TWO STEPS IN A ROW, THE
PARAPROFESSIONAL MUST BRING THE CHILD TO THE
ATTENTION OF THE SPEECH AND HEARING COORDINATOR

WHEN HE VISITS HER SCHOOL.

The time limits in the right-hand margin, opposite
each ACTIVITY, are MINIMUM time limits. At
least that much time must be spent on the activity.
However, should additional time be desired, the para-
professional should feel free to lengthen the time
limit stated for thattparticular activity.



STEP

EAR TRAINING
STEPS 1-5 ,

-6:

(child is NOT REQUiREd TO _SAY)

his SOUNd UNTIL STEP SIX

ACTIVITY TIME
1. MAL: FRESENT THE SOUND TO THE CHILD:

A The naraprofessiolal says the sound (that the child is

to work on) in isolation for the child, telling him

that this is the special sound that he is to listen for

as carefully as he can. The paraprofessional explains

that later on the child will he learning to say the

sound correctly, but for now, the only thing he has

to do is listen for his sound. The paraprofessional

should sa the sound at least 10 times. (The child

must be "flooded" with the sound over and over again.)

B The paraprofessional selects the picture that can

easily be associated with the sound the child is work-

ing on (found on pages 37 through 42 ). ror example,

5miN.

/s/ is associated with a snake. So if the child is to MIN.

work on /s/, the Paraprofessional would say the sound

many times for him and tell the child that his sound



is like the sound a snake makes...Ssssssss. The

Purpose is to give the child something in his own

experience that he can associate with the sound.

C The paraprofessional prints the letter (or letters)

that represent the sound the child is working on,

on the board, and says the sound for the child as

she prints it. This should be done At .east 10

times to again "flood" the child with the sound he

i$ listening for.

D The child is to print his sound either on the black-

board or on a niece of paper, 10 to 20 times. Each

time the child writes the letter (or letters) that

represent his sound, the paraprofessional should

say the sound for the child (close to the child's ear).

2. GOAL: HEARING THE CORRECT SOUND IN ISOLATION:

-1-
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A The paraprofessional says the child's sound along

with two other sounds, telling the child to raise his

hand when he hears his special sound. The parapro-

fessional gradually adds an additional sound until

the child is selecting his sound from a group of eight

sounds. The order in which the sounds are said should 10

be varied. For example, if the child's sound is /s/

you might first say /f/, /g/, and /s/...next, you

might say /b/, /r/, /s/, and /t/...next, you might

say /r/, (/th/), /s/, /p/, and /s/. (Remember to tell

the child, before you start each group of sounds,



that when he hears his sound, he is supposed to raise

his hand.)

B The paraprofessional writes at least four sounds on

the board. She then says each of the sounds, but not

in the order in which they are written on the hoard.

The child should stand at the blackboard and either

point to, circle, or underline his sound as soon as

he hears it spoken by the paraprofessional. Each time

the sounds are said by the paraprofessional an additional

sound is added until 11 different sounds are on the

blackboard. (Be sure to allow enough time for the

child to respond between each different sound.)

CWhile the child's eyes are closed, the paraprofessional

hides an object. She tells the child that he must

listen carefully to her in order to find the object.

The paraprofessional says, "When you are far away from

the object, I will say your sound very quietly. As

you get closer, I will say your sound louder, and when

vou are very near to the object, I will say your sound

very loudly." The naranrofessional should try to say

the sound (1) very quietly when the child is far away

from the object; (2) in a normal volume of speech wh'n

the child is approaching the object; and (3) very loudly

when the child is close to the hiding Place. The object

should he hidden several times. (Object may be a nicture

card, ball, crayon, etc.)

D The Paraprofessional takes four blank Language master

10
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cards and nuts the child's sound and two other sounds

on each card in varying order. When the child comes

to the resource room, he is told to put the cards in

the Language Master and to say whether his sound was

thJ 1st, 2nd, or 3rd sound on the card. Cards are then

oixed up and activity is repeated.

GOAL: LEARNING SOUND POSITION IN WORDS:

A To aid in explaining this concept, the paraprofessional

may use the train on pages 43 through 45 as an example.

For instance if the child's sound is /s/, point to

the train's angine, and say, "Your sound /s/ may come

-9-
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at the beginning of the word like the engine is the

beginning of a train." At this point, say a word with

the initial sound being /s/ and prolong that sound.

Then, "Your sound may also be heard in the middle of

a word, like a train has a car in the middle." Then

produce a word with /s/ occuring in the middle. Finally,1 5

"Your sound may he heard at the end of a word, like

the caboose is the end of a train." Produce a word

with the final sound being /s/. (The paraprofessional

may need to demonstrate and discuss several examples

of each position, to make it "clear" for the child.)

This activity is designed to teach the child that sounds

come in three different positions in words. A child

may already have this understanding; however, the

activity should still be explained, to increase his

understanding of sound positions (beginning, middle,

and final) in words.

lArp.



El Using the drawing of the train on Page 46, the para-

nrofessional explains to the child that she will name

15 to 20 pictures that have his sound either at the

beginning of the word, in the middle of the word, or

maybe at the end of the word. If the sound is at the

beginning of the word, he is to draw a circle around

the train's engine; if it is at the end, he should

draw a circle around the caboose, or he should circle

the middle car if he hears his sound in the middle of

the word. When the paraprofessional names the picture,

she should place it face up on the table in front of

the child. The cards missed should be nut aside and

tried again after all cards have been gone through once.

CThe paraprofessional takes 15 cards from the sound

section she is working on, along with five cards that

do not contain the sound the child is working on. She

names each card and has the child respond by saying

whether or not his sound is in the ,word he hears. The

paraprofessional shuffles the cards and repeats this

activity, (being sure to "sound out" the words for the

child at first, gradually making the choice more

difficult by saying the word normally as in conversation).

D The paraprofessional takes all of the cards from the

sound section that the child is working on, and asks

the child to tell her where his sound is in the word.

(The Paraprofessional should go through all of the cards

twice, then repeat the ones that were missed.)

1

-10-
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E The paraprofessional gives the cards from the sound

section that the child is working on to the child

and tells him to say the names of the cards to

himself (not out loud), and that he is to put each

card in one of three piles. A pile for the cards

havingthis sound at the beginning of the word; a

pile for the cards with his sound in the middle of

the word and a. pile for the cards that have his sound

at the end of the word. The paraprofessional can

use the three pictures of the train on pages 43 through

45 having the child place the cards on the picture of

the engine if his sound comes at the beginning; on

the picture of the middle car if his sound comes in

the middle or on the picture of the caboose if his sound

comes at the end of the word.

F The paraprofessional puts words containing the child's

sound on the Language Master cards (10) and has the

child nut them through the Language Master and then

tells what position his sound is in, in the word.

The paraprofessional repeats activities B,C,D,E,and

F above. (This should take a minimum of two 15 minute

sessions with the child.)

GOAL: TELL IF THE SOUND PRODUCED BY THE PARAPROFESSIONAL (IN
A WORD) IS CORRECT OR INCORRECT:

11

15

10

30

A The paraprofessional selects cards from the sound section

that the child is working on and tells the child, "I 10
will show you some pictures. You must listen carefully

er



when I say the names of the pictures because sometimes,

I may say your sound right and sometimes I may:say it

wrong. If I sav your sound wrong in a word, raise your

hand." (The child only indicates that the sound is

incorrect. He DOES NOT correct the error by saying

his sound or the word.) The paraprofessional says the

sound incorrectly by substituting another sound in

place of the child's sound in the word. For example:

The paraprofessional says tar for car or thoup for soup

or chouse for house.

B The paraprofessional lays five cards from the sound

section the child is working on, on the table, in a

row, face un. She then instructs the child, "If I say

your sound incorrectly when I name the picture, you

should pick up the picture, but if I say the name of

the picture correctly, then the picture should be left

on the table." She then proceeds to say some of the

names correctly and on others she substitutes some

other sound tor the child's sound in that word. The

paraprofessional is sure to pause between words to let

the child make the decision as to whether his sound

was correct or incorrect.) The paraprofessional should

then place another group of five pictures on the table

and repeat the activity until a total of 15 cards have

been used. Then, she repeats the activity once more

using any cards that the child missed.

C Holding up 10 to 20 pictures, one at a time, the Para-

professional tells the child, "I will say the names of

-12-
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these Pictures. Sometimes I will say a word incorrectly.

When I say the word incorrectly, you place that card on

the picture of the frowning face (that the paraprofessional

has drawn). When the word is said correctly, you Place

the card on the picture of the smiling face. Once the

paraprofessional has named all the cards, she should

then repeat the activity, only this time, she should

say those placed on the frowning face correctly, and

those placed on the smiling face incorrectly, lettina

the child make tiltd, choice as before.

D Paraprofessional takes "Pebo" the puppet (or some other

puppet) and tells the child, "I will hold up a picture,

and "Pebo" will say the name of the Picture. If Pebo

says the name of the picture wrong, then you tell him

he made a mistake'and I will hand you the picture. If

Pebo says the name of the picture correctly, then you

you tell him he said it 'all right' and we will put

those cards in a pile. See if you can catch Pebo saying

the words wrong." (The paraprofessional should use at

least 10 to 20 cards and should say some of the words

incorrectly again by substituting another sound in place

of the sound that the child is working on, when saying

the name of the picture for the child.)

15

15

E The paraprofessional should make up short sentences

(eight words or less) that contain words having the

sound the child is working on. She then tells the child 15

that she will say some sentences (slowly and clearly)

one at a time, and that he should listen carefully and
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tell her if he hears any words in that sentence that

have his sound. If he does, then the paraprofessional

says the sentence again and asks the child how many

times he heard his sound in the sentence.

F The paraprofessional uses the sentences from the activity

above, only this time, she instructs the child to raise

his hand when she says his sound incorrectly. She says

some sentences without errors and other sentences with

errors only making errors on the words that contain

the sound on which the child is working.

GThe paraprofessional reads short stories or poems con-

taining the child's sound, sometimes saying his sound

incorrectly. The child is instructed to "stand up"

when he hears his sound said incorrectly. Effective

materials for this activity may befound in Speech

Correction Through Listening and Speech Correction

Throuah Story-Telling Units. (Resource room materials).

GOALt HEAR THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CORRECT AND INCORRECT
PRODUCTIONS, WHEN SOMEONE OTHER THAN THE PARAPROFESSIONAL
IS NAMING PICTURES:

A This activity allows the child to listen to the voice

of someone else other than the paraprofessional when

making the decision as to whether a sound is said correct-

ly or not. The paraprofessional may use the supervising

teacher or another paraprofessional to do the activities

directly with the child, or she can have the teacher or

another paraprofessional tape the material for the activity

16
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and play it for the child to listen to and judge at

a later time. The person (other than the Paraprofessional)

takes cards from the sound section the child is work-

ing on, and names the pictures, sometimes saying the

child's sound correctly and sometimes saving it incorrect-

ly. The child is instructed to listen carefully and to

take the card from the 'instructor" when he says the

sound incorrectly. He may then place the cards he has

"won" in a hat, treasure chest, box, etc. If"the child

does not respond correctly, he must give a card hack

to the "instructor". The object is to see if the child

can win all of the cards from the "instructor".

B The child is given a group of 10 to 20 cards from the

sound section he is working on and instructed to hold

them up one at a time for the "instructor" to name.

The child is told to listen carefully so he can "catch"

the "instructor" making any errors on his sound. (This

lets the child feel like he is being the "teacher" by

telling the "instructor" when the name of the Picture

was said correctly or incorrectly.)

C The oaranrofessional is to print the sound that the

child is working on at various points on one of the

pictures on pages 47 through 50. The superwksing

teacher, or another Paraprofessional, names the cards

from the sound section that the child is working on,

sometimes saving the sound incorrectly. (The child is

to say whether words are correct or incorrect.) Every

time the child makes three correct responses, he is

r" ^7

15

15
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allowed to color in one of the sections in the picture

that contains his sound. (This activity may need to

be carried over to another session to complete ,or the

child may be given the picture at the end of the session

with the directions: "You can take this back to your

room and finish coloring it and bring it back for me

to see the next time you have speech class".)

D Refer to supplementary drawings on pages 51 through 60 .

The person other than the paraprofessional names the

cards from the sound section the child is working on,

and the child determines whether or not the "instructor's"

production was correct. If the child responds correctly,

he may draw a line to the next dot. If the child resnonds

incorrectly, the line just drawn may be erased. (In

cases where the children are unable to read and follow

the numbers, the person naming the pictures or the para-

professional may point to the appropriate dots for the

child.)

-16-
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PRODUCTION
[STEPS 6-15]

6. GOAL: DISCUSS "SPEECH HELPERS" WITH THE CHILD:

411.1111111111MINIMMIPIIIIIM.,

-17-

A Our "speech helpers" are the parts of our bodies that

we use to make sounds. We use our lips, tongue, teeth,

gum ridge, nose and the roof of our mouth to form the

sounds. Our gum ridge is located behind our upper teeth.

We use our nose only when we make the m, n, and ng sounds.

Our lungs give us the air and air pressure we need to

produce the sounds. Our voice box (larynx) located

in our throat, vibrates on some sounds (called "voiced"

sounds) and does not vibrate on other sounds (called

"voiceless" or "whispered" sounds). When discussing

the "speech helpers", we usually include our eyes and

ears, for these "helpers" allow us to listen carefully

to the sounds and to see how they are formed (when look-

ing into a mirror or watching someone else make the sounds.)

The paraprofessional discusses these "sneech helpers"

with the child. She draws a very simple drawing on the

hoard (showing eyes, ears, teeth, tongue, lips, nose,

lungs, and voice box) as she discusses each of the

po

25
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"helpers" with the child.

B The paraprofessional gives out a sheet of paper to the

child and helps him draw a nicture of his sneech helners

(which he is allowed to keep). The paraprofessional

should help the child by saying, "We are going to draw

your speech helpers. First draw a large circle, and

then draw in your eyes...Now draw your ears. Your ears

are important because they are what vou use to listen

carefully to speech sounds." -The paraprofessional-

should continue by asking the child, "What are the

helpers we use to talk?" and then ask the child to diaw

those items on his nicture. The object here is to

reinforce the concepts talked about in Step 6-A: To

make certain that the child has an awareness of which

Parts of his body he uses to nroduce speech.

C The paraprofessional first reviews the speech helpers

with the child briefly. Then the child and paraprofessional

should sit side by side facing a mirror. While looking

into the mirror, the paraprofesional makes a sound and

asks the child to make the same sound. Then they discuss

what speech helpers were involved in making that sound --

what is moving and what is touching what and so on..(For

instance: to make the /t/, the mouth is opened slightly,

as are the lips; the tongue is up behind the upper teeth,

touching the gum ridge; usually the chin drops sliglitly

when the air is exploded out and the tongue breaks contact

with the gum ridge. The sounds that should be discussed

are the /9/, /f/, /m/, and /s/...do not use any of these
,

15



sounds if they are sounds the child is unable to pro-

duce correctly! (See book Speech Correction Through

Story Telling Units for "how to make" sounds.)

D The paraprofessional and child are seated as in previous

activity. This time the child concentrates only on

the special sound he is working on. The paraprofessional

discusses the speech helpers with the child and helps

him place "the helpers" in the proper position so

-he-can-produce-his-sound-correctlyin-isolation-i

The process of showing the child how to make

his sounds in the morror is called MIRROR

WORK. The act of telling the child where

to place his speech helpers (articulators)

to make his sound is called PLACEMENT. IN

SUMMARY: You show the child the placement

of his speech helpers through the use 'of

mirror work. THE CHILD MUST HAVE A WORK-

ING KNOWLEDGE OF WHAT IS INVOLVED WITH HIS

SAYING HIS PARTICULAR SOUND (KNOWLEDGE OF

HIS SPEECH HELPERS), BEFORE PROGRESSING

INTO THE STEPS INVOLVING HIS ACTUAL PRO-

DUCTION OF THE SOUND HE IS WORKING ON.

GOAL: PRODUCTION OF THE SOUND CORRECTLY IN ISOLATION:

A The child imitates the paraprofessional's production

of the sound. The sound should be produced in

isolation at least 15 times for the child to imitate.

This activity may require additional

-19-
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time. Even several sessions maybe needed

with a child who is having special trouble.

It is often necessary to help the child

with placement. The paraprofessional

should graduallz require the exact sound

she wants the child to prodce. The child 20-?
should nractice and get "close to" the

desired production a number of times -

first. In other words, don't expect

"instant success". Give the child time

before expecting him to imitate the exact

sound (target sound) you want him to produce.)

B The child writes his sound on the blackboard or on a

piece of paper, saying his sound each time he writes

it. (Do this at least 20 times)

-20-
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C The child is instructed to hide any card or object

in the room for the paraprofessional to find. The

child is then told, "So I can find what you have hidden,

you will say your sound for me...you say it very quietly

when I am far away from the hiding place, and you say 15

your sound loudly when I get close to the hiding nlace.

(Once the naranrofessional has an idea as to where the

object is hidden she should move toward it and away

from it before actually finding it. This will giye the

child a great deal of practice saying his sound).

D The paraprofessional holds up a series, of cards from

the sound section the child is working on and names 10
each card, sometimes saying the child's sound incorrectly.

4Ld



The child is told to say his sound (only his sound in

isolation--not the word) each time he hears his sound

said incorrectly as a picture is being named.
. _

E Use a supplementary drawing from page 51 through 60. each

time the child produces his sound correctly in isolation,

he is allowed to draw a line to the next dot in the picture.

GOAL: PRODUCE SOUND CORRECTLY IN SYLLABLES

-21-
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A The child imitates consonant-vowel combinations that

are spoken by the paranrofessional. All of the vowels

covered below should be used in combination with the 20
sound the child is working on. For example: if the

child's sound is /t/, then the following combinations

should be repeated by the child, at least five times each,

after they are said by the paraprofessional:

to the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "tea", "me", or "key'

ti the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "tie", "my", or "Pie"

t; the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "hay", "ahle", or "may".

to the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "hat", "at", or "add"
I

to the vowel is pronounced as in the words: 'lock", "sock", or "father"

to the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "toe", "ao", or "so"__

too the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "too", "two", or "new"__

tau the vowel is nronounced as in the words: "raw", "awful", or "saw"

toy the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "oil", "boy", or "joy"

If the child was working on the CH sound, the parapro-

fessional would simply put the CH in the above combinations

in place of the /t/. She would then have: che, chi, cha,

v 9;:,
and so on...
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El The child repeats vowel-consonant-vowel combinations

spoken by the paraprofessional. All vowels should he

used in combination with the sound the child is working

on, so that his sound is preceeded and followed by the

vowel used. Again, each combination should be repeated

at least five times by the child after being demonstrated

by the paraprofessional. For example: if the sound is

/t/ that the child is working on, then the following

combinations-would-be-repeated:.

_ -
ete the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "tea", "me", or "ka"

iti the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "tie", "my", or "pie"

ata the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "hay", "able", or "May"

ata the. vowel is pronounced as in the words: "hat", "at", or "add"

. .
ata the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "lock","sock", or "father"

oto the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "toe", "go", or "so"

0
ootoo the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "too", "two", or "new"

autau the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "raw", "awful", or "saw'

tov the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "oil", "bov", or "joy"

If the child was working on the CH sound, the parapro-

fessional would simply put the CH in the above combinations

in place of the /t/. She would then have: eche, ichi,

acha, and so on...

20



C The child refleats vowel-consonant combinations after

they are demonstrated by the naranrofessional. All

vowels should he used in combination with the sound

that the child is working on so that his Pound follows

each of the vowels. Again, each combination should be

repeated at least five times by the child after being

demonstrated by the oaranrofessional. For example,

if the child is working on the /t/, the following

combinations would be repeated:

-23-
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et the vowel is nronounced as in the words- "tea", "me", or "key"
..:-

it the vowel is nronounced as in the words: "tie", "mv", or "Pie'

At the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "hay", "able", or "may"

at the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "hat", "at", or "add"

at the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "lock", "sock", or 'father"

of the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "toe", "go", or "so"

pot the vowel is nronounced as in the words: "too", "two", or "new"

aut the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "raw", "awful", or "saw".__

ovt the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "oil", "bov", or "j2y"

If the child was working on the CH sound, the paraprofessional

would simply put the CH in the above combinations in place

-
of the /t/. She would then have: ech, ich, ach, and.

so on...



DThe child repeats consonant-vowel-consonant combinations

after they are demonstrated by the paraprofessional.

111 vowels should be used in combination with the sound

that the child is working on so that his sound precedes

and follows the vowel used. Repeat each combination at

least five times. For example, if the child is working

on /t/ the following combinations would be repeated:

tet the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "tea", "me", or "key"

-24-
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tit the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "tie ", "my'', or "pie"

tgt the vowel is pronounced_as in the words: Ma", "able", or "Mu."

tat the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "hat", 'at", or 'add"

tat the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "lock', "sock", or "father''

tot the vowel is Pronounced as in the words: "toe, "go", or "so"

toot the vowel is pionounced as in the words: "too", "two', or "new'

taut the vowel is pronounced as in the words: "raw", 'awful", or "saw

toyt the vowel is Pronounced as in the words: "oil", "boy", or "joy:

If the child was working on the CH sound, the Para-

professional would simply put the CH in the above cm-_
hinations in place of the /t/. She would then have:

chech, chich, ch5ch, and so on...
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rOAL: PRODUCE THE SOUND CORRECTLY IN WORDS THAT HAVE THE
SOUND EITHER AT THE BEOINNINr oR THE END (AVO/DING
THE USE Or BLENDS)

A The paraprofessiona' _akes 15 to 20 cards that have the

sound the child is working on in either beginning or ending

position and places them in a box, hat, treasure chest,

or some container. She has the child draw them out one

at a time and names the picture. After all cards have

been drawn, she puts the cards that were. missed back into

the container and has the child draw them again.

BThe paranrofessional takes one of the pictures from pages

51 through 60 and places it in front of the child. Then

she takes 10 to 20 appropriate cards, shuffles them, and

rlaces them in a stack face down on the table. The child

is instructed to take the ton card from the stack and

say the word. If he says the word correctly, he may draw

a line from one dot to another. The activity cards that

were missed should be repeated after all of the cards have

been gone through once.

CThe paraprofessional Places 10 to 20 appropriate cards

face un on the table in front of the child. The pare-

nrofessional tells the child that she will describe

something about one of the pictures, and that the child

is supposed to guess which nicture the naraprofessional

is describing.

D The paraprofessional takes 12 appropriate cards from the

sound section the child is working on and lays them on

the table face up. When the child has had an opportunity

pl

27

15

15

15

15
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to see them, turn them over without mixing them uP

and ask the child to guess the name of the picture

to which you point. When the child makes a guess,

turn the card over. If the child is correct he

keeps the card; if he is incorrect the card is replaced

on the table, face down.

E The paraprofessionil takes 10 to 15 antiropriate cards

and hides them around the room where the child should

be able to find them without too much effort. Then

she instructs the child to look for the hidden pictures. 15

As he finds each one, he must bring it to the narapro-

fessional and tell her the name of the picture. The

cards missed should be hidden again and found by the

child.

F The paraprofessional says a word for the child (that

has his sound in initial or final position) and repeats

it while the paraprofessional records it on a Language

Master Card. Then it is "Played back" and the child

tells the paraprofessional whether he thinks the word

was said correctly or not. (Should he done with 10 to

20 words). .

GOAL: PRODUCE THE SOUND CORRECTLY WHEN IT IS IN THE MIDDLE
OP THE WORD: (AVOIDING THE USE OF BLENDS)

A The paraprofessional hands the child one of the cards

from the section he is working on that has his sound

in the middle position only. She then asks him to name

the Picture, being careful to say his sound correctly.

28

15

15
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If he says the word correctly, hells allowed to out it in

a container (such as a hat, treasure chest, etc.).

B The Paraprofessional takes appronyiate cards from the

basic word making cards and lays them face down in the

center of the table. The paraprofessional uses a key

phrase which may be a little ridictilous such as, "This

morning I found a on my dooFster, or "The

fairy took my tooth and left a under my pillow."

The blank in the sentence. of course, is filled in by

drawing a card from the too of the pile.

C The paraprofessional places three aporoPriate cards in

front of the child face un and tells the child to look at

the cards carefully because he will have to remember the

names of the cards. She then turns the cards over and

mixes them up and asks the child to point to a ricture

and tell her the name cr.= the card. That card is then

turned over to see if the child was right. This should

he done at least three times using three different' cards

each time.

D The paraprofessional takes 10 appropriate cards, shuffles

theM and holds them up for the child to identify one at

a time. The paranrofealional takes 10 cards that have

the child's sound in thq middle along with three'cards

15

15

15
that have his sound at che end of the word. She shuffles

the cards and then hold; them up for the child. The

child is told to say the? word and then tell where his

sound is in the word.



11.GOAL: PRODUCE THE SOUND CORRECTLY IN ALL POSITIONS OF WORDS:

AThe paraprofessional gives the child a "follow the clots"

picture (found on supplementary pages 51 through60 ).

The naraprofessional then takes 10 to 20 cards that

contain the sound the child is working on and asks the

child to name the cards one at a time. As the child

names the card correctly he may draw a line fron one

dot to the next.
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BThe paraprofessional takes 10 cards from the sound section

the child is working on and places them face up on the

table. While the child hides his eyes, the paraprofes-

sional chooses a nicture under which to "hide". (This

may be done by placing a small piece of paper under a

particular card you have chosen. The child then tries

to guess by asking such questions as: "Are you hiding

behind the rabbit?" He continues to guess each picture

until he guesses the correct one. This should be done

at least two or three times.

15

CThe paraprofessional hands the child 10 picture cards

that have his sound and has him to name each picture..

Those he names correctly are placed in a "good" pile; the
1

5

ones said incorrectly are placed in a "poor" pile and

should be gone over again after all the cards have been

covered.

DThe paraprofessional takes 15 pictures that have the

sound the child is working on and holds them up for the

child one at a time. She tells him to say the name of the



No,

picture and then to go to the board and write a "B"

if the sound is in the Beginning position; an "M"

if the sound is in the Middle position; or an "E" if

he thinks his sound came at the End of the word.

EThe paraprofessional tells the child that she will say

20 words, and when she says any of the words wrong,

then he is to stop her and say the word correctly for

her. (Paraprofessional should only make errors on the

particular sound the child is working on by substituting

another sound in its place in the word.)
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F:The paraprofessional takes 10 cards that have the child's

sound and 10 other cards that do not contain his sound

and holds them up one at a time for him to name. After 15

he names the picture, he is to tell the paraprofessional

whether or not his sound is in the word.

GThe paraprofessional gives the child a piece of string

(about three feet long) with a paper clip attached to
15

one end. She then tells the child that she is going

"fishing" and has the child throw the end of the string'

off the end of the table. The paraprofessional then clips

on an appropriate picture and tugs on the string saying,

"You've got a "bite". The child then pulls in the string

and says the name of the picture. If the child says the

word incorrectly then he must "throw the fish back into

the water" to be caught again. Sffe uses 10 to 20 cards

for this activity until all cards are "caught".

H The paraprofessional plays "Simon Says" with the child.



Each time the child names a card correctly, he can take

one step toward the paraprofessional. if the child says

the word incorrectly, then he has to'take one sten back-

wards.

1 The paraprofessional takes appropriate cards and places

them in a stack, face down, on the table. The child

draws a card, and if he says the word correctly, he may

draw an outline of a man's head on the blackboard or

niece of paper. As each word is said correctly, another

part of the man is drawn.

J The paraprofessional takes 12 cards and places them on
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the table or floor in front of the child. She then gives

the child a number of color chips from the Peabody Kit

and has the child throw" the chins to see if he can :Wake 15
them land on one of the pictures. When a chip lands on

one of the nictures, the child is to say the name of that

picture three times and then the card is turned over

face down. This is continued until all cards are face down.

1 2.00AL: PRODUCE THE SOUND CORRECTLY WHEN IT IS IN A WORD THAT IS
USED IN A SENTENCE

A The naranrofessional takes 20 ricture cards and holds them

up one at a time for the child, telling him to name each 24)

card and then use it in a sentence.

B The paraprofessional takes the same 20 pictures and holds

un two nictures at a time and asks the child to name both 20
pictures and then use both names in one sentence.



CThe paraprofessional says a sentence that contains the

sound the child is working on, but uses words

that the child has not yet worked with. The child

repeats the sentence after the paraprofessional says it.

The paraprofessional uses at least 20 sentences.
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D The paraprofessional says sentences for the child to

listen to. She uses some sentences that have the child's

sound and some that do not have the child's sound. The

child is to tell whether the sentence said by the para-

professional has his sound in it or not. (sentences ma"
20

he repeated two or three times for the child.) If the

child makes an incorrect choice, he repeats the sentence

and then decides again. whether his sound is in the sentence.

EThe paraprofessional says words for the child and asks

him to use them in a sentence. Each time he says the

words correctly in the sentence, he is given three Points;

when he earns 100 points he gets a prize (handout, toy,

piece of candy, etc.). If he says the words incorrectly,

points are taken away. (This activity can be carried on

for a number of sessions.) The Paraorofessional should

give one, two and three words to the child to use in a

sentence--not just one word.

20

F The Paraprofessional puts sentences on blank Lancruage

master cards, that contain mani words that have the sound

the child is working on. These are played for the child 15

and he is to repeat them after they are nlayed. Sentences

that give the child difficulty should he reneated.
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3. COALGOAL: PRODUCE THE SOUND CORRECTLY WHEN READING INDIVIDUAL
SENTENCES (IF CHILD IS UNABLE TO READ, THIS STEP SHOULD
BE SKIPPED)

-32-

AThe paraprofessional makes up 20 sentences that contain

the sound the child is working on. The sentences are

written on the board or on a piece of paper before the

child comes to the resource room. The child is asked

to read the sentences one at a time. After each sentence 30

is read, the child is asked if he made any errors when

he read the sentence. If so, what words did he have

trouble with that contained the sound he is working on.

B Have the child read a sentence containing two or more

words having his sound, and record the sentence on the

Language Master. Then have the child listen to the card

played back and have him tell you what words have his

sound in them. Then write the words on the blackboard

and have the child use the words in another sentence.

Use words that the child has not used thus far (verbs,

adjectives, adverbs or nouns). The paraprofessional should

make up at least 10 sentences for this exercise, and

either write them on the board or on a separate piece ol

paper for the child before the session begins.

30

CThe paraprofessional uses any reading materials in the

resource room, that are on the child's level and that are

easy for him to read at a normal rate. The sentences are

recorded on the Language Master as they are read. Then 30
they are played back for the child to evaluate, as to

whether he thought the sentence sounded "fine", "f4i-r" or

"poor" and as to what word or words he said correctly that

contained his sound. 11"

.1141
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TOPICS FOR STIMULATING CONVCRSATIO::

1. what I like about living in the country...
2. 'That we do when we go to Grandma's house...
3. What to do if you see a house on fire...
4. You see a man wearing a rask standing near the eoor to the

bank, what do you do?
5. 12ou want a certain toy more than anything else in the world, .

what do you do to get it?
6. The funny things that can happen on a farm...
7. '."%ere I went last summer or what I did at home last summer.
8. Vrhy I like it to rain...or what I do around the house when it

rains or snows.
9. :ihat I do on the way to school...

10. ':hat would you do if you were captured on a pirate ship?
11. The n;cest teacher I ever had...
12. What I would do if I was the President of the United States...
13. :!hat is your favorite Holiday and what do you do on that day?
14. That would you do or say if George l'ashington visited your class?
15. A ran is giving away baby elephants. You want to take one hor,e.

I,ow would you convince your parents that a baby elephant would
;,,ake a good pet?

16. walking backward in a field you bump into a crocodile..
is lat would happen next?

17. You are invited to spend a summer in Africa. 'that jungle pet
do you bring home with you? Ohy?

18. You have decided to become an animal. Which one, and where
Co you live? What trouble could you get into?

19. Your friend asks you to take care of his ten-foot long snake
while he is on vacation. Uow do people react to the snake?

20. You hear a sound at the back door and when you open the door
you finda wet and hungry Lippopotamus. tIlat would you do next?

21. On a walk in the woods you find a deer with a broken lng. You
geoids to keep it. What would you do to take care of it ano
what would you do do after it was well?

22. What are some things you have done to help your father, your
pother, your brother or sister? .

23. ;Ilat you have to do to get wood for the fire...
24. ,hy I like cooking or don't like cooking...
2S. '11.F.t I do when I get cold in the winter time...
26. Mat I would like to have if I could have .three
27. My favorite pet is the things I like to do with my pet...
28. Mat I do to help plant, harvest, can fruits and'vegetables...
29. Why do I want to go to the :boon or other planets?
30. Do children or adults have none fun? Vhy?
31. rhould you have more homework every night? '3-iy? '°hy not?
32. "hy it is nice to have a brother or sister, or why it is riot?
33. ,hat Fmnous person would you like to rent? Why? What ,vould

lieu say to him?
34. 'Thv T come to the resource room, or why I like to come to the

resurce room?
35. we should look both ways before we cross the street...

r*
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14. GOAL- PRODUCE SOUND CORRECTLY IN CONVERSATION

A Helping the child to produce his sound correctly in con-

versation often requires considerable time and Patience.

While the child may be able to produce his sound in

sentences correctly, it is a more difficult task to hear

errors that are made in conversation (because sounds are

spoken so much more rapidly in conversational sneech).

This should be nointed out to the child. The paranrofess-
,

ional should impress upon the child that he must use his

sound correctly, not only "hen he is working with her,

but ALL OF THE TIMEEVERY WHERE HE. GOES...at home, at

school, and at play.

B During all exercises dealing with conversation

the paraprofessional is to listen carefully for

errors being made by the child on his scecific

sound. These should he nointed out to the child

(carefully so as to guard against his becomming

self-conscious so he will see the need for con-

centrating on his Production in conversation And

so he will learn to selfcorrect the errors he

makes. The paraprofessional takes 10 to 15 cards

or pictures (may be from Peabody Kit or any source)

and gives them to the child one at a time and asks

the child to describe everything he can about the

nicture.

C Ideas that may be used to stimulate conversation will

be found on the following nage. It is very helnful to
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talk with the child and record his conversation so

that it can be played back having the child listen

and pick out the errors or number of errors made.

Din an effort to foster conversation with the child, the

paraprofessional should use any item in the resource

room or discuss anything that is of interest to the

child. BECAUSE OF THE NATURE OF THIS STEP, NO TIME LIMIT

IS RECOMMENDED. SHOULD THE PARAPROFESSIONAL FEEL THAT

THE CHILD IS NOT IMPROVING, AFTER A REASONABLE LEN(TH nr

TIME, SHE SHOULD DISCUSS THE CHILD WITH THE SPEECH AND

HEI\RIt'IG COORDINATOR FOR SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS.

15, COAL: GIVE CHILD A NEW SOUND OR DISMISS HIM FROM THE SPEECH innnpi

A The paraprofessional should check with the child's

teacher to see if she has noticed the child using his

sound correctly in the classroom situation.

E3 The paraprofessional should ask the supervising teacher

to listen to the child, to verify the correction of the

sound he has been working on.

C THE PARAPROFESSIONAL SHOULD NOTIFY THE SPEECH ANT) HEARING.

COORDINATOR OF ANY SOUND CHANGES OR DISMISSALS WHEN HE

VISITS HER SCHOOL.
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CRITERION FOR DISMISSAL

BEFORE A CHILD CAN BE DISMISSED, OR BEFORE HE

CAN CHANGE TO ANOTHER SOUND, HE MUST BE ABLE TO:

EITHER:

Produce his sound correctly and consistently

90% of the time in conversation...

OR:

Correct the errors he makes (self-correction)

consistently in conversation.
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